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Outrage as
deaf athletes
jet off with
no funding
By Gemma Davidson

DISGRACEFUL. Shocking. Unfair.
These are just some of the words
being used to describe the Government’s seemingly complete lack of
interest in deaf athletes in the UK.
On the 30 August, our deaf athletes
will arrive in Taipei to embark on two
weeks of strenuous competition and
physical exertion, whist aware that the
Government has provided no funds or
support.
Despite having the support of Iain
Duncan Smith MP (right) in the House
of Commons, the athletes are
due to fly out to Taipei without
sufficient funding for accommodation and flights.
Mr Duncan Smith brought
the plight of the athletes to
the attention of the House on
16 June, having been contacted by one of his constituents
from Chingford and Woodford
Green, Ollie Monksfield. Ollie is due to
play for the Men’s Football team in the
games, but so far has not been able to
raise enough money.
Ollie told Hearing Times that several
other players were in a similar situation and had missed the 30 June deadline for raising the money.
Mr Duncan Smith told the House he
was ‘concerned’ that the athletes were
in this situation.
“In a funny way, they [the athletes]
are the little group that has been

swept under the carpet without - I
hope - anyone quite realising what
was happening.”
I have never met anyone with disabilities who wants to rely on handouts, and these people are legitimately
proud. They are proud particuarly as
athletes of what they have achieved in
their own right,” he said in a speech.
The speech was aimed primarily at
Gerry Sutcliffe MP, the Minister for
Sport, who has played a major part in
the funding cut for deaf athletes.
In response to Mr Duncan
Smith’s attack, he claimed that
the national governing body,
UK Sport, should not be held
responsible for the support of
deaf athletes.
“Direct support is also
provided through the English
Federation of Disability Sport,
which includes UK Deaf Sport
amongst its affiliates.
“The EFDS was provided with more
than £1 million of core Exchequer
funding last year, with additional lottery grants to support disabled participation in sport.
“I fully understand UK Deaf Sport’s
disappointment and frustration, but
these are difficult times, and we want
to support our elite athletes for the
London 2012 cycle,” Mr Sutcliffe said.

Continued on page 5

Sounds good: Musician and photographer Bryan Adams brings his international
exhibition in support of the Hear The World campaign to London in July. Photos of
celebrities cupping their ears are hoping to raise levels of deaf awareness significantly.
Turn to page 9 for the full story.

Hearing Times to cover the Deaflympics - Turn to page 16 for full story
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Celebrate your hearing loss
By Brian Daltrey
Hearing Times Reader
John Furlong’s piece in the May
edition was spot on. So much of our
culture in the UK promotes keeping
the hidden disability of deafness right
where it is.
There are many of us who went to
mainstream school (both pre- and
post- Warnock) who had to struggle
to survive in the hearing world of
education and beyond. This struggle
is compounded not only by our own
desire as adolescents not to stand out,
but also by the adult world of discreet,
hidden hearing aids and devices. We
adopt the ‘always planning’ mentality
in order to cope with the fact that we
cannot hear everything that is said
and must be ready for anything.
This is like an exhausting never
ending treadmill. It involves constantly
trying to anticipate the next sound and
having the fixed/flat face that gives
nothing away while we try to catch
up with our hearing peers. This ‘think
hearing identity’ is really a denial
of the reality for those of us with a
hearing loss..... we are deaf, and we
have not been introduced to deaf
culture or to a positive deaf identity.
I was born deaf with similar severe
high frequency loss in both ears but
was given one hearing aid, and then
a second one when I was thirteen and
not succeeding. I struggled through
and endured mainstream school,
university and then local government
social work. It was not until I was
fifty before I really understood that to

accept your deafness is to get the best
of both worlds. It has been so much
better, and such a relief, to discover
that there is a deaf world, there is
deaf culture and there is such a thing
as deaf identity. The best way into
this? It’s sign language and I have
belatedly learnt BSL to Level 2 which
has opened up a new world.
DEX, the Deaf Ex-Mainstreamers’
Group, was founded by deaf people
who realised that the process of
normalising deaf children into the
hearing world was denying them
their correct identity. Without
the opportunity to access deaf
culture through sign language deaf
children have very
poor educational
attainments. Bilingual
education works.
We campaign for
deaf children to
have better access
to education and
have published the
Deaf Toolkit in 2004
following a four year
research project. Our
website, www.dex.
org.uk has details of
this and two other
publications as well
as explaining more
about us, a newsletter,
and information about
think hearing, always
plan and calculate.
BSL needs to be
enshrined in law
as one of the UK’s

languages so as to give access to
sign bilingual education as a right for
deaf young people and their families.
DEX has been campaigning hard on
this and is planning to hold a national
conference about this next year.
We agree that we should flaunt our
deafness, accept our hearing aids and
cochlear implants if we have them,
and we should promote bilingualism
and biculturalism through campaigning
for the full legal recognition of BSL.
Let’s keep the debate going in these
pages, on the DEX website, and
keep ‘flaunting it’. Come on ...........
celebrate being deaf!

Editorial

Government
needs to do
more for our
deaf athletes
Hearing Times issue 9 is here!
Summer is in full swing, and we
have been inundated with various
organisations and charities holding
their annual family fun days and
BBQs. There is plenty going on to
suit everyone, so check out our
website www.hearingtimes.co.uk/
events for a full run-down on what
is going on to keep the kids (and
adults!) happy over the holidays.
We will soon be waving our
athletes off to the Deaflympics in
Taipei, but the celebration will be
short-lived as the athletes continue
to struggle with funding.
Deaf athletes have as much right
as anyone else to compete at an
international level, yet for some
reason the Government does not
see a need to fund them. These
extraordinary individuals have
worked so hard over the last four
years to get to this stage, so why
can’t the Government step up and
help them with funding? This is just
one less burden that our boys and
girls would have to deal with.
Enjoy the issue, we will be back in
September after the summer break!
Gemma Davidson (Editor)

Lip-reading is fun, says Hearing Times reader!
By Linda Sullivan
Hearing Times Reader
Lip-reading classes are for hard
of hearing and deaf people with an
acquired hearing loss, who are learning
to re-access the English language
through visual skills. This has nothing
to do with British Sign Language, except
for the finger spelling alphabet.
The classes provide a “safe” place for
people to come to learn the theory of
lip-reading and coping strategies. Plus
gain information on where and how to
obtain equipment for deaf people in
the home, e.g. doorbells, loop systems
etc. They are also given information
on deaf organisations, how to manage
their hearing loss and how to look after
hearing aids.
Everyone is in the same boat i.e. deaf!
It is very much a support group. The
main aim is to improve communication
skills with friends and family, thus
gaining in self confidence, and lipreading is fun! It does not matter if you
make mistakes in a lip-reading class as
it is such a safe environment. When the
tutor speaks at times without voice, it
can be like Chinese whispers! If you lipread incorrectly you can easily be out
of context and it is hilarious conveying
what you thought they said.
My husband Mike has been attending
lip-reading
classes
for
around
twelve years. Because he had lost
all confidence I accompanied him
for the first five years. I found this
experience extremely helpful, not only

understanding his problems better, but
learning to finger spell. I now put this
into practice when we give our talks for
Hearing Dogs for the Deaf. If we are
talking to a children’s group, I finger
spell some words for them, and they
learn something useful.
I know from my husband’s experience,
belonging to a lip-reading class each
person receives great help from other
member’s experiences. He attends with
his hearing dog Flint, and she is made
welcome by all.
Certain local authorities over the
country have charged huge fees for
these crucial classes, which are mostly
attended by retired deaf people. They
cannot afford to pay the fees and some
have declined to attend because of the
cost. Even though they have gained
so much by way of skills and useful
knowledge. The RNID is doing all it can
to support these much needed classes.
The tutors have gone through rigorous
training, and are required to have a
certain number in each class to make it
viable. If not enough people enrol then
the class cannot exist.
My message to the deaf or hard of
hearing is join a lip-reading class. It
will benefit you in so many ways and
give you the shared experience with
others. Most of all, you will pass on
deaf awareness to friends and family,
and in turn communicate with them
better. If partners join the class with
you they too will realise that at times
other people experience your problems

and you are not being “difficult”. Other
deaf members will agree with much
of what you have to contribute to the
class.
n Linda has sent us some poetry
recalling her experiences of her husband’s hearing loss. Turn to page 12
now.
n If you would like to make your voice
heard, send us a letter using the addresses below

How to contact us
We would like to know what you
think of Hearing Times! If you
have any comments or questions,
or have a story you would like to
tell us about, please let us know.
Email:
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
Phone: 0845 2930688
Web: www.hearingtimes.co.uk
Write to:
Hearing Times Ltd
The Lansbury Estate,
102 Lower Guildford Road,
Woking, Surrey, GU21 2EP

Baby girl for
writer Melissa
Hearing Times writer Melissa
Mostyn has revealed the latest
addition to her column - a baby girl!
Baby Isobel Mostyn-Thomas
was born at home near Aylesbury,
Buckinghamshire, on 30 June at
4.20am, weighing in at seven
pounds and one 1/2 ounces.
Proud Dad Miles says that mother
Melissa, our popular arts columnist,
and child are doing well.
Congratulations from everyone at
Hearing Times!

Handheld museum guides
to ‘revolutionise’ days out
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By Gemma Davidson

A revolutionary new hand-held
video guide is proving to be a huge
hit with hearing impaired visitors to a
museum.
The new Neo Guides, currently ontrial at the Portsmouth Historic Dockyard, utilise touch-screen technology
and are perfect for BSL-users wishing
to take in a bit of culture over the
summer holidays.
Using the guide, visitors can navigate their own way around the museum, learning about the 16 different
displays in the Mary Rose Museum,
including the hull of the ship.
Users press the number which corresponds with the display they are
looking at in the museum and a Sign
Language Interpreter appears on the
screen to explain the exhibits.
Gillian and Mervyn Brewer, from
Worcester, were among the first
people to try out the new device and
rated it highly. “Absolutely wonderful
and interesting… Highly recommended
for British Sign Language users,” they
said when asked to comment on the
new system.
There are 12 devices in total available free of charge in the museum.
Mary Kinoulty, Head of Learning at the

Historic Dockyards, said the
guides have been
brought in to
make the museum as accessible
as possible. “The
Mary Rose Trust
is committed to
making the collection as accessible as possible to
as many people
as possible. These
hand-held signing guides are a
brilliant new way
of communicating
with our hearingimpaired visitors.“
The hand-held
video guides
are supplied by
local company,
ATS Heritage of
Sign of the times: a new hand-held guide is shaking up the way BSL-users get around museums
Hampshire, a
The video guides have been introleading specialist in hand-helds and
For more information on the Historic
duced in addition to the accessibility
other accessible interpretation for the
Dockyards please visit www.historicfeatures already in place at the Mary
museum sector. ATS has installed
dockyard.co.uk or call 02392 839 766.
Rose, which include hearing loops,
similar devices in castles and heritage
For more information on ATS Heritage
wheelchair and pushchair access,
sites all over the UK, including the
please visit www.ats-heritage.co.uk.
audio guides and a number of tactile
Royal Observatory in Greenwich and
exhibits for visually impaired visitors.
Bleinheim Palace in Oxfordshire.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

New minicom number
to book home fire check
PEOPLE who are deaf or hard of hearing can request a free home fire risk
check, thanks to a new free MINICOM
number.
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue Service have launched the scheme in
Lichfield to coincide with the recent
National Deaf Awareness Week.
The MINICOM number - 0800 0241
998 - means that people who are deaf
or very hard of hearing can use a textphone to request their free home fire
risk check.
“There are a range of alarms available for people who are deaf or hard
of hearing, ranging from alarms with
strobe lighting, vibrating alarms, and
small wearable radio linked pagers,” a
spokesperson for the service said.
“These specialist alarms ensure that
even if an individual has taken out
their hearing aid at night, they will still
be alerted to the incidence of a fire in
the home.”
Head of Risk Reduction, Ian Sloss
told hearing Times: “Many people with
hearing loss may be at risk when they
are not wearing hearing aids or when
they are far from their smoke alarm –
especially if sleeping with their bedroom door closed. This means they
might not be able to hear their smoke
alarm if it goes off during the night,
which is when the majority of fires in
the home occur.
“People who are deaf or hard of

hearing are putting themselves at
serious risk by not having a specialist
alarm fitted,” he stressed.
“There is a variety of equipment
available, based on a person’s circumstances including pagers and vibrating
pillow pads.
“It is our priority to ensure that all
vulnerable members of the public are
safe from fire in their homes. Our
technicians go out on a daily basis
to fit specialist systems across the
county. Prior to our visits many people
who are deaf or hard of hearing do
not realise what specialist systems
are available to meet their needs.
We get lots of positive feedback from
people who have had a smoke alarm
installed, most say it gives them that
extra peace of mind.”
Most fire services provide a free
home fire check. A representative
from your local fire service will come
to your home to give you life-saving
advice in the event of a fire. They will
advise you on how to make a fire escape plan for you and your family, and
will also help you identify potential fire
hazards.
To find out who your local Fire and
Rescue Service is, please visit www.
fire.gov.uk/find+my+region where you
will find contact details and internet
addresses for all services.

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

You’ve got to
laugh at your
mis-hearings
Phew! What a month it’s been of
heat waves, celebrity deaths and new
housemates. But nothing has been
so difficult for me as preparing myself for the departure of Friend Who
Knows Big Words. She’s moving to
Ho Chi Minh City with her husband,
French Boy, as he has a fabulous new
job out there. When she told me they
were going, I really hoped I’d misheard her and she was simply telling
me they were moving further into the
city … of London. But no, she is, in
fact, moving over 6,000 miles away.
I’ve done my share of travelling
this month, too. The other weekend,
I trundled off to Brussels with Uni
Housemate. As I don’t see her that
often, she was a bit out of practice at
being my ears so we had some hilarious moments where she thought I’d
heard what was said, but I hadn’t, so
I was left mumbling at the waiter/hotel staff/ticket inspector/people in the
street until she realised I had no clue
what was going on and rescued me.
What I also realised this weekend was how much I predict where
conversations are going and answer
based on a guess-work rather that
what I actually hear. One night, we
were brainstorming possible career
moves for her and I asked her to list
everything she wanted to be.
‘Granny!’ she suddenly declared.
‘Erm, what!?’ I replied, choking on
my mouthful of Leffe Blonde.
‘It’s raining,’ she repeated, pointing
out the window at the rain falling.
By this point, I was trying to stop
the Leffe coming out my nose, as I
had honestly lipread that she wanted
to be a granny – she’s 29 – and I had
no way of telling her this, as I was so
completely hysterical with laughter.
When I eventually composed myself enough to tell her, she made me
add it to the list of things she never
wants to be, along with a hovercraft
driver and lollypop lady. It was the
Leffe that made the list so diverse.
But it’s not just me who’s been
travelling lots and mishearing on the
way. The Rents are in the middle of
a road trip around France. Ma is also
aurally challenged and, on their first
night in their latest B&B, they had
bought a baguette to munch on.
‘How’s the bread?’ Pa asked Ma. ‘I
haven’t sat on it yet,’ Ma replied, at
which point, Pa burst out laughing at
the fact she hadn’t heard the ‘R’.
I wonder, when I go to visit Friend
Who Knows Big Words, how my
lipreading of the Vietnamese will be.
Anyone know a good VietnameseFor-The-Deaf evening class?
n Catch up with Deafinitely Girly
every weekday at www.deafinitely
girly.com

Award to honour
deaf high-achiever
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A NATIONAL charity for deaf education
is launching its own award scheme
to honour high achievers in the deaf
community.
Next year, Mary Hare will present
a new annual award to celebrate the
achievements of deaf adults, and to
identify a role-model for hearing-impaired students throughout the UK.
Each year the award will go to
a hearing impaired adult who has
achieved notable success in either
their professional or vocational life. All
hearing impaired adults are eligible to
be nominated for this open award in
honour of Mr David Livermore OBE,
who spent many years on the Board
of Governors of Mary Hare before his
retirement in November 2008.
David’s daughter, Sarah, also attended Mary Hare school for her education.
Mr Livermore, who is now the chairman of Deafness Research UK, told
Hearing Times: “I am so thrilled and

debate the shortlist of candidates to
make the final selection.
If you know a suitable candidate,
you can nominate them by sending a citation of why you think they
should win to: Mary Hare Achiever of
the Year, Arlington Manor, Snelsmore
Common, Newbury, Berkshire RG14
3BQ or go to www.maryhare.org.uk
where you can nominate online.
If your candidate is short-listed, he
or she will be contacted through you
and more comprehensive information
will be requested. A final short-list
will be compiled and then Mary Hare
students in years 11, 12 and 13 will
choose the successful candidate. The
closing date for nominations is 31
October 2009.
The successful candidate will give a
presentation of their work at Arlington
Arts Centre in 2010, when they will be
presented with their award.

honoured to have my name associated
with this award.
“Having had the privilege of being
a governor for 18 years, I am a great
admirer of the school for its remarkable and committed headteachers and
staff but, above all, for the sheer courage and tenacity of the students.
“Over this period, I have seen university entrance from the school shoot
up to where results compare with the
best in the country and now this generation of young deaf adults is making
its impact in all manner of careers.
“However, despite positive advances
in social attitudes and technology, life
still remains immensely challenging
for them. They require resilience, and
resilience comes from self-confidence
and this, in turn, can be greatly enhanced by the example of successful
deaf people in all walks of life. The
importance of this award is that the
students themselves will research and
Photo: Courtesy of NDCS
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WALKING TALL: Nearly 180 people took
to the streets of London for a sponsored
walk around the many sights of the capital
in aid of a deaf children’s charity. The
Big Walk Forward 2009 was attended by
families and friends of the National Deaf
Children’s Society on 5 July, starting off
at Potter’s Field Park. The walk took in the
sights of the Houses of Parliament, the
Millennium Bridge and St. Paul’s Cathedral,
while raising cash for the charity. Milkshake! presenter Naomi Wilkinson made
a special appearance to cheer the walkers
on and help them raise £20,000. The money will go towards providing support for
families with deaf children and young deaf
people in the UK. The presenter of the
popular children’s TV show has recently
been trained in British Sign Language to
run the usual mixture of chats, messages
and competitions, all in sign language for
deaf, BSL-using children.

Temperatures soar at deaf charity AGM
Over 100 people turned out to attend
a deaf children’s society annual general meeting with a summery twist.
Kent Deaf Children’s Society (KDCS)
threw a Big Barbecue to coincide with
the AGM on Saturday 4 July 2009 at
the Royal School for Deaf Children
(RSDC), Margate.
The Big BBQ, which has been going
now for five years, was even more
special, as the Kent Deaf Children’s
Society celebrated its 25th birthday as
the county’s only group to represent
young deaf people and their families.
On the day, more than 100 people
came together at the sensory garden
in the grounds of RSDC for a fun social
event which also provided an opportunity for the charity to deliver its
annual report and make changes to its
operational structure.
Chairman Ivor Riddell said: “This
year was particularly special, as

Fun in the sun: Face-painters added colour
to the KDCS Big BBQ
– apart from being 25 years young –
we also needed to change our operational structure so that we can continue to expand and develop services
we provide for our members.
“With an ever-increasing membership base and a constantly changing
set of needs and expectations from the
young people themselves, it is necessary to evolve and meet those needs”.
The day was bathed in glorious sun-

shine and street entertainers, mimers,
face-painters and caricaturists were on
hand to keep the crowds amused.
A treat this year was a special
appearance by Music in Motion, a
Birmingham-based signing choir, who
provided shows throughout the day
and a grand finale to the AGM. They
also provided a special birthday present in the form of a £300 donation.
Membership secretary Jo Moore
said: “I would like to thank everyone
who worked so hard to make everything happen. It was a great day
which could not have worked without
the volunteers who gave their time
to support the KDCS and young deaf
people in Kent.”
The KDCS is a volunteer-led organisation and is always looking for new
members and volunteers. For more
information, please visit its website at
www.kentdcs.org

A masterbaker
and seeker of
foreign tongue

Well, what a few months it’s been
for Deafinitely Girly. As well as setting up my new shop [www.deafintelygirly.spreadshirt.net], I’ve also
been on holiday to Barcelona with
Miss K, which was utterly brilliant. In
addition to this, I have consumed at
least 100 cupcakes in tasting sessions for NikNak and Country Boy 1’s
wedding.
NikNak asked me a while ago if I
would make her wedding cupcakes
and I was absolutely honoured, while
wondering if she was raving mad.
Having never baked a wedding cake
before, I thought we should have a
trial run and so I set off for her new
pad for an evening of tasting.
Country Boy 1 was a willing tester
– in fact, half of them didn’t get iced
as he swooped into the kitchen just
as they came out of the oven and
ate them all – the only trace being a
crumb trail that led to his laptop!
I’ve known Miss K since we did our
postgrad course together. As well
as being a very talented marketing executive, she’s also a naturally
good pair of ears. As a severely deaf
person, I have some friends who are
good at being my ears, some friends
who are terrible and some who are
absolutely amazing, and Miss K definitely falls into the latter category.
She makes every translation to me
seem effortless, as though it’s no
problem at all to relay the safety
announcement on the plane, including her own nifty life-jacket demon
stration, which had me in fits of
laughter. I almost forgot I was deaf.
On our last night there, we went
out to this amazing club called La
Fira. While Miss K got chatting to a
rather dishy Frenchman, I danced the
night away, quite happily not talking to people. I once again found the
language barrier meant it was hard
to explain to people that I couldn’t
hear them. They saw me talking with
Miss K and wondered how I can do
that with her but not with them.
When I used to go to France a lot,
I told people in French that my ears
were dead – that usually did the
trick, although I got a few shocked
looks, too. And when I visited Big
Bro in Clogland, he taught me to say
that I was blonde, as he felt it was a
better explanation for my inability to
follow conversation.
So, to allow me to also converse
with dishy Frenchmen (don’t tell
Snowboarding Boy), I have vowed to
start preparing now in my quest to
make it easier to socialise in foreign
countries. So. I’m off to learn: ‘I’m
hard of hearing and need to lipread
you’ in every European language.
n Catch up with Deafinitely Girly at
www.deafinitelygirly.com

‘Stars’ who break
the sound barrier
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GLAMOUROUS star of stage and
silver screen, Stephanie Beacham has
launched the search for the first ever
Sound Barrier Star awards, in assoc
iation with Specsavers and Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People.
The actress, who suffers from hearing loss, is searching for a deaf or
hard-of-hearing achiever to recognise
as a Sound Barrier Star. These brandnew awards will reward an ordinary
individual for their achievements or
courage despite having hearing loss.
Stephanie has teamed up with Specsavers hearing centres and charity
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People to front
the awards and find a star for 2009.
Stephanie says: ‘I’ve been partially
deaf since birth, but I’ve never viewed
it as a disability. Hearing loss is a
condition often overlooked and there
are so many great achievers out there
who should be commended for their
contributions to work, life and society.
Having hearing loss has at times
proven challenging over the years, but
I feel very proud of everything that
I’ve achieved in spite of it.’
‘The Sound Barrier Star Awards
are going to be a great platform to
acknowledge these ordinary people
doing extraordinary things, despite
being deaf or hard of hearing. I’m very
happy to be involved and look forward

to meeting the finalists and learning
about their journey,’ she said.
Stephanie was born with no hearing
whatsoever in her right ear, and just
80% in her left ear. But with a career
spanning from her glamour-puss days
in Dynasty and starring alongside
Marlon Brando in The Nightcomers, to
more recent appearances in Bad Girls
and Coronation Street, Stephanie has
certainly never let the condition hold
her back.
Anyone can nominate themselves, a
friend or family member to enter the
Sound Barrier Star Awards by visiting
one of over 400 Specsavers hearing
centres nationwide and picking up
a nomination form. Entrants will be
asked to explain why they deserve to
win.
Specsavers founder Dame Mary Perkins says: ‘We are thrilled that Stephanie is fronting our awards, as she is
a fantastic example of a Sound Barrier
Star herself. Her international career
spanning the decades is testament to
her drive and ambition and just proves
that even with hearing loss, you really
can achieve your dreams.’
For every entry to the awards, Specsavers will donate £5 to Hearing Dogs
for Deaf People, their charity for 2009.
Hearing Dogs help transform the lives
of their deaf owners by alerting them

Photo: courtesy of Specsavers
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‘Overlooked’: Stephanie Beacham
to sounds that those with good hearing take for granted, allowing them
greater independence, confidence and
security,
Jenny Smith, a trustee of Hearing
Dogs for Deaf People and a hearing
dog recipient herself, says: ‘We hear
some really inspiring stories from the
recipients of our hearing dogs and
other members of the deaf and hardof-hearing community. Sound Barrier
Stars is a great opportunity to find
these unsung heroes.’

How to enter the awards...
The awards will recognise 10 regional finalists across the UK, five of whom will be selected and invited to attend a grand
final at the RAF club in London on the 17th September. Stephanie will be host the awards and present the winner with a
luxury two week all-inclusive cruise from Phoenix Holidays, the UK’s leading river cruise specialist, and £1,500 in vouchers
from Specsavers. She will be assisted in the judging process by Dame Mary Perkins and Jenny Smith from Hearing Dogs
for Deaf People. The nine runners-up will also receive goody bags, including a £200 voucher for Phoenix Holidays. Entry
forms are available in over 400 Specsavers hearing centres across the UK. The entry form can also be downloaded from
www.specsavers.co.uk or www.hearingdogs.org.uk. The closing date for entries is Friday 31 July 2009.

RNID and MoS team up for clubbers
The first club night aimed at looking
after your hearing from RNID’s Don’t
Lose the Music campaign took place
at London’s Ministry of Sound in April
with world class DJ/Producers Above &
Beyond headlining the night.
Featuring a silent disco, tinnitus simulator and some of the biggest names
in the dance music scene, including
The Viceroy, Severino, Chad Jackson
and Shane Watcha the event showed
how you can look after your hearing
and still enjoy music.
There are four million young people
in the UK who are at risk of permanent
hearing damage from amplified music
and many of them do not realise that
very thing they love could be harming them. RNID’s Don’t Lose the Music
campaign aims to make sure young
clubbers know how to protect their
hearing.
Emma Harrison, RNID Director of
External Affairs, says: “We want young
people to be clued-up about listening
to music too loud, for too long. There’s

‘At risk’: young people are damaging their
hearing at nightclubs night after night
lots of information out there to advise
young people about safe sex, responsible drinking and sun protection – but
very little awareness of hearing health.
“We’re not asking people to stop going to clubs. We want to make people
aware of the damage that over exposure to loud music can do to their
hearing and give them ways to take
simple steps to prevent hearing problems.”
Above & Beyond adds: “Whenever
you see us in a club, whether Djing

or not, we’ll always have earplugs in.
We have long been aware of the real
dangers of continued exposure to loud
music, both in clubs and in the studio.
Once your hearing goes, you won’t get
it back, which is a risk we aren’t willing to take.”
Ministry of Sound comments: “Hearing protection is something that we
feel strongly about and we are proud
to be associated with Don’t Lose the
Music. We hope this event will show
that clubbers can protect their hearing
safely and affordably and still have a
great night out!
We will also have new Ministry of
Sound/Advanced Communication Solutions (ACS) ER-20 earplugs available
for clubbers on the night, so people
can choose to enjoy the music responsibly.”
To find out more about the RNID
Don’t Lose The Music campaign, visit
www.dontlosethemusic.com
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
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Outrage as
athletes still
have no funds
Continued from page 1

Signing technology a
first for deaf patients
Vital signs: Staff at the Royal United Hospital in Bath have welcomed the new SignTranslate system

A MAJOR hospital has launched a state
of the art system which promises to
revolutionise the medical treatment of
Deaf British Sign Language users.
SignHealth, the national healthcare
charity for deaf people, has been
working with the Royal United Hospital
in Bath to offer SignTranslate and provide Deaf Awareness training for more
than 200 staff.
SignTranslate is a unique web-based
service offering deaf patients access to
a fully trained online interpreter who
can explain treatments, procedures
and diagnoses. For out of hours consultations the program also converts
more than 500 medical questions into
British Sign Language (BSL) video clips
for the deaf patient.
These questions are also available in
12 foreign languages so will be able to
help patients where English is not their

first language.
Steve Powell, Chief Executive of
SignHealth said: “Shortages of interpreters mean long waiting times for
BSL users or the prospect of visiting
a medical professional without understanding everything that’s said. Communication problems cause misunderstandings, wrong diagnoses and can
leave patients unsure of how to use
medication.
“SignTranslate provides instant access to BSL interpreters ensuring that
problems such as these do not happen,” he added.
Consultant respiratory physician, Dr
Andrew Alexander has been the driving force in bringing SignTranslate to
the RUH. He told Hearing Times:“My
interest in healthcare for Deaf people
comes from having a deaf daughter.
We communicate through BSL at home

and I am aware of the problems Deaf
people have in accessing healthcare
and in understanding consultations
with healthcare professionals.
Deaf people normally rely on family and friends to interpret at hospital
visits but this is often not appropriate
when a private issue is being discussed. Also, family members are not
usually qualified interpreters and communication in a medical consultation
needs to be 100 per cent. Relying on
lip reading and writing notes is inadequate.”
The services will be used via COWS
(computers on wheels) which can be
easily taken to the department where
either the sign translating or foreign
language assistance is needed at any
time night or day.
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Class of 2009 get ready for school
In July, more than 20 four-year old
children will be leaving The Elizabeth Foundation early intervention
programmes in Hampshire and West
Yorkshire, to start primary school in
September alongside their hearing
peers.
The children, many of whom were
not expected to be able to communicate well enough to attend mainstream school, will be joining ‘Big
School’ in September.
A spokesperson for The Elizabeth
Foundation said the centres were very
proud of their graduates. “We believe
that every child has the right to be
given the opportunity to learn to listen
and develop spoken language. Parental support and encouragement is
high on the agenda at The Elizabeth

Onwards and upwards: Children and staff
from the Bradford centre celebrate
Foundation, and soon parents realise
that they can have high academic,
social and emotional expectations for
their children.”
The centre in Hampshire will be
holding an end of term party to
celebrate all the achievements and
progress these children have made so

far in their lives.
Using a multi-sensory oral/aural
approach, the centre’s key focus is
on listening, speaking and language
which we achieve by reference to daily
learning objectives which include:
maintain attention, concentration
and develop awareness as a listener;
enjoy listening to and using spoken
language; build confidence to try new
activities, initiate ideas and speak in a
familiar group; listening to and joining
in with stories, songs and rhymes; developing early literacy and numeracy
skills; extending vocabulary and use of
oral language; and develop appropriate social skills.
“We wish these children and their
families the very, very best in all their
futures!” the spokesperson added.

Hearing Times conducted an online
poll to determine the public’s reaction
to the decision to send our athletes
to the competition without receiving a
penny from the Government, and the
overwhelming majority agreed it was
unfair and discriminatory.
Debra Casey, who’s son is taking
part in the games said: “It’s disgraceful, my son is playing football for Great
Britain and had to raise money himself
with no help from the Govenment.”
Hearing Times reader Andrea Hill
said the announcement was ‘shocking’.
“What a shock to hear about the news
that the government won’t help all
deaf footballers. It’s really disgraceful,
it’s not really fair on them, I think they
should get some help.”
Clare Johnson, who is part of the
NorthernSign Choir whose members
include two GB footballers, said that
despite their best efforts, the choir
had not managed to raise enough
money for the players.
“It is absolutely not fair that the
Government don’t pay or at least contribute to the Deaflympics. It causes
our athletes so much stress and sleepless nights wondering how they are
going to raise the money.”
“We are still trying hard to ensure
neither of our members have to drop
out of the games but if they don’t
raise the money it would be a possibility. We will do everything in our power
to ensure that doesn’t happen.”
The choir have been raising money
through various signed concerts
around Merseyside.
To find out how you can support the
athletes please visit www.ukdeafsport.
org.uk where you can pledge your
support.
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Donaldson’s
prove actions
speak louder
than words

A NATIONAL residential and day
school for children who are deaf or
have speech and language difficulties,
has achieved the RNID’s prestigious
Louder than Words charter mark.
The award is a best practice charter for organisations that have shown
commitment to improving access to
their services for deaf and hard of
hearing people, in line with current
disability discrimination law.
Janice MacNeill, Principal of Donaldsons (pictured above), says: “The recognition from RNID that Donaldson’s
has achieved the required level of best
practice to receive the Louder than
Words charter mark is great news.
This is another achievement to add
to recent award wins and is further
recognition of the dedication and skill
of the whole team.”

6 News

Feedback for
Community
Legal Advice
DVDs wanted

A groundbreaking series of films
giving advice in British Sign Language
(BSL) has been created by a Government-backed legal advice service.
Community Legal Advice (CLA),
which is paid for by legal aid, is piloting the films as a way of giving free,
practical advice to Deaf people in England and Wales who are facing problems such as large debts, redundancy,
or homelessness.
A total of nine films are available
from CLA’s website, www.communitylegaladvice.org.uk/sign, as well as
on YouTube, at http://uk.youtube.
com/user/communitylegaladvice.
DVD copies are also available, and
feedback from users on the films’ content is now being sought.
The series of BSL films further
strengthens CLA’s commitment to
making legal advice as accessible to
as many people as possible, through
its telephone helpline, website, advice
leaflets and walk-in advice centres
across the country.
There are over 50,000 people whose
first language is BSL in the UK, some
of whom have difficulties with English
text, especially where complex legal
terms are concerned.
Another factor is that CLA advisers
often find it hard to respond to urgent
issues quickly, due to a shortage of
BSL interpreters. By producing the
films CLA hopes to increase the numbers of Deaf people receiving advice.
The nine films are: dealing with
rent problems; domestic abuse; fair
treatment at work; dealing with debt;
losing your home; claiming benefits;
problems with school; and divorce and
separation.
Getting feedback from users of the
service is vital. CLA previewed the
first three films about rent problems,
domestic abuse and fair treatment at
work with organisations like the Royal
Association for the Deaf and Royal National Institute for Deaf People. These
organisations provided valuable input
that allowed the CLA to make changes
for the five other films.
“We made some mistakes along the
way”, admits Paul Drinkwater, CLA
Website Development Manager. “People were very enthusiastic about the
project itself, but the feedback pointed
out some flaws in our approach.
Explained Paul, “For our pilot to be
a success we now need advice ourselves from the Deaf community. Have
the films helped you with a problem
you are facing? What do you think of
them? How can we make more Deaf
people with legal problems know they
exist?”
To let Community Legal Advice know
your thoughts on the films, you can
leave a message on the CLA website:
www.communitylegaladvice.org.uk/
sign; leave a comment on the CLA
YouTube page: http://uk.youtube.
com/user/communitylegaladvice; or
email your thoughts directly to clabsl@legalservices.gov.uk
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Suffolk audiologist
scoops top honour
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A well-known figure within the
hearing care industry has been honoured for her contributions to the field.
Karen Finch, who runs a successful
hearing aid business in Suffolk, has
been awarded the Ruth Spencer Prize
2009 by the British Society of Audiology (BSA).
Karen was nominated by her peers
“for her contributions to the standards
and profile of hearing aid audiologists,
specifically those in the independent
sector”
The award was established to honour the memory of Ruth Spencer, who,
until her death in 1974 at a very early
age, was a senior audiology technician
at the University of Southampton.
Karen is the managing director of
hearing care specialists, The Hearing
Care Centre, and said she was “taken
aback” when she heard the announcement.
“I was shocked and amazed all at
the same time. It is a great honour
to win this award, which many other
greats in the audiology profession
have also won.”
“I trained as a hearing aid audiologist and set up on my own business in
1998 after realising there was a gap
in the market for what I call holistic,
local hearing care” says Karen.
“I didn’t want to be a hearing aid
saleswoman, I wanted to offer complete hearing care,” she says.
Although very happy to win the
award, Karen said that the most
important thing was that her patients
are happy, “For me the rewards come

Top of the class: Karen Finch, who has won the Ruth Spencer Prize in audiology
when one of those patients tells me
how much better they can hear now
they have hearing aids; how wonderful
it was for them to hear the birds sing
for the first time for years or to be
able to communicate more effectively
with their grandchildren.”
The Hearing Care Centre, which is
currently celebrating its 10th year in
business, is the biggest hearing care
service provider in Suffolk, with 12
centres located across the county.
Karen and the company are no
strangers to accolades: she was voted
High Flyer of the Year in last year’s
Enterprising Women Awards; was

voted East of England Entrepreneur of
the Year in the Chamber of Commerce
awards in the same year, having previously won the national title in 2005.
Her company was Small Business of
the Year in the East Anglian awards in
2007 and took the national prize for
Workforce and Skills Development in
the Chamber awards in 2006.
The Ruth Spencer special award,
will be presented to Karen at the BSA’s
annual conference dinner on 10th September in London.

next year when the present regulator,
The Hearing Aid Council is disbanded.
From next spring, all hearing aid
dispensers in the private sector will be
on the register of the Health Professions Council.
“BSHAA Customer Care is a proactive complaints resolution scheme.
It will offer customers conciliation
and ultimately binding arbitration,
if their problem cannot be resolved
within the companies participating in
the scheme”, says Alan Torbet, Chief
Executive Officer of BSHAA.
“Scheme membership is across the
board, representing the majority of
our members and from all sizes of
company in the sector, from the largest to the sole trader,” says Torbet.
“We hope people wanting a hearing
aid in the future will only go to an individual or company which displays the
BSHAA Customer Care mark of assurance,” he says.
“The Society and the industry is serious about demonstrating that it can
and will self-regulate when the HAC

disappears. Although the emphasis is
on conciliation and our role is to bring
together the customer and the Company and resolve issues in a way that
satisfies them both, we will investigate
and take action if we believe a member has breached our own Code of
Conduct or failed to meet professional
standards.
Companies, large and small, and
sole traders can register to be included
in the scheme and it’s free to them
and to their customers.
Before a company can be accepted
onto the scheme they have to demonstrate that they have already set up
their own complaints procedure and
get BSHAA approval for a leaflet explaining that procedure to each client.
“This ensures that dissatisfied patients only come to BSHAA for help if
the company’s own complaints system
has failed to resolve the issue, “says
Torbet, who will run the scheme for
the Society.
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Audiology Customer Care Scheme
‘golden example’ to rest of industry
With it’s first birthday just around the
corner the voluntary Customer Care
Scheme, launched last August by the
British Society of Hearing Aid Audiologists, is being held up as a golden
example of how the industry is embracing self-regulation.
Seventy five hearing care companies
have signed-up to the scheme, representing over 600 registered hearing
aid dispensers which, according to
the Society’s Chief Executive Officer,
Alan Torbet, means the majority of its
members are now on board.
The scheme provides dissatisfied
customers with access to BSHAAprovided conciliation and independent
arbitration if they have a problem with
the company that provided their hearing aids. It is hoped the scheme will
give consumers even more confidence
when they choose the independent
sector for help with their hearing loss.
The scheme will be part of a much
wider Consumer Code which is expected to gain approval from the Office of
Fair Trading soon and be introduced

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

Biggest ever sign language
project for deaf children
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A GROUP of deaf charities and edu
cational establishments have been
awarded a large amount of money to
ensure the future of British Sign lan
guage in children.
Parents of deaf children and Diana
Johnson, Junior Minister at the Depart
ment for Children, Schools and Fami
lies, celebrated the launch of the
I-Sign project at a family event at the
National Council for Voluntary Organi
sations in central London after receiv
ing £800,000 to fund the scheme.
Thanks to the cash, the consortium
will be able to run the two-year I-Sign
project to help families with deaf chil
dren who use sign language learn the
skills they need to communicate.
The project aims to improve the
sign language skills of people work
ing directly with deaf children and
their families. The consortium will also
develop a higher-level qualification for
communication support workers who
assist deaf children in the classroom
and increase the availability of British
Sign Language (BSL) teachers, cours
es and interpreters.
The consortium – which includes the
British Deaf Association, Signature
(formerly CACDP), Exeter Royal Acad
emy for Deaf Education, Merseyside
Society for Deaf People, the National
Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS), The
Royal National Institute for the Deaf

Junior minister
Diane Johnson
learns sign
language at the
I-Sign launch
(left) and then
spends time
with Elizabeth
Honour (above)
and the University of Central Lan
cashire – will work to rectify the vast
lack of sign language provision and
will aim to raise greater awareness
of BSL as a communication option for
families with deaf children.
Diana Johnson explained: “Over
coming the communication barriers
experienced by deaf children is key to
ensuring they get the best education
possible.
“The Government is committed
to providing parents and the school
workforce with the communication
support they need to ensure deaf
children fulfil their potential. I am
delighted that we are funding such an
innovative and exciting project.

“Developing qualifications for teach
ers and providing interactive materials
for parents to learn sign language will
help deaf children communicate ef
fectively both at home and at school,”
she added.
Susan Daniels, NDCS chief execu
tive, said the I-Sign project would
make a huge difference to the lives of
deaf children who use BSL.
“At present, too many deaf children
are excluded from so much in both
their home lives and at school, be
cause they cannot communicate with
those around them,” she said.
“Families with deaf children and the
professionals working with them are
also frustrated and upset that they

don’t know how to communicate ef
fectively with their children to help
them learn, develop and feel valued
and included.
“This project will pilot work at a
number of different levels to help deaf
children who use BSL access the world
around them when they are at home,
at school and as they grow up and en
ter the work place. At every stage of
their lives, the communication support
deaf children need should be available
so that they are able to get on with
their lives without any fear of commu
nication barriers,” she added.
Until now, there has been no nation
al framework for children and families
to learn BSL. And in the home setting,
a lack of suitable family-focused BSL
training courses for families has left
too many parents struggling to com
municate with their deaf children.
Communication support work
ers, who are employed to support
deaf children in the classroom, often
do not have an appropriate level of
knowledge of BSL to work effectively
with deaf children. Yet deaf teachers,
who do have knowledge to share, are
unable to access qualifications in a
format that will enable them to teach
those that require their BSL skills.
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A royal welcome for first
deaf Carnival Queen 2009
8 features
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By Louise Buglass

A royal welcome was given to the first
deaf Carnival Queen Natasha Brewer
who marched at the spectacular Carnival Parade in the small town of Biggleswade, Bedfordshire, on the 27
June.
Alongside her were the winning Princesses Emily Farrell and Hannah Keller
and Prince Kallum Wood (pictured below), who were applauded for their
achievement at the sun-soaked event,
which thousands of people flocked to.
Upon being crowned as Carnival
Queen, Natasha said she was “speechless but excited”.
“I wanted to show the local community that d/Deaf people are able to do
things that hearing people can do,” she
added.
Supported by the committee team,
family and friends, Natasha has flourished into a young lady of great confidence. Her grandmother said she was
“very proud” as she was always the one
who nudged Nat into entering the competition.
As part of the Carnival Queen’s role,
Natasha attended a variety of events
including a duck race, kids’ disco and

darts/bingo/quiz night.
“I was nervous before attending the
events because of my deafness, but I
needn’t have worried,” she said.
The supportive committee team
behind the carnival acknowledged
Natasha’s deafness to the public to increase deaf awareness. Initially, this
came as quite a challenge for Natasha,
but she has overcome this.
During the parade, performances
of musicals including Grease, My Fair
Lady, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and
Moulin Rouge took place to keep the
crowds cheering. Best floats were
awarded by Natasha herself, with the
crowd watching the extravagant show
from the sidelines.
A Fun Fair welcomed festival-goers
with a disco, bouncy castle and face
painting. “It’s a happy day: I can’t
think of a better way to describe it”
said a jubilant Carnival chairman Alan
Richards.
A total of £1,831 was collected for
charity along the carnival route. This
will be added to the money raised
throughout the year and donated to local causes in the Autumn.

Fit for a Queen: Natasha Brewer (right) with her court at the Biggleswade Carnival

“I wanted to show
the local community
that d/Deaf people are
able to do things that
hearing people can do”
- Natasha Brewer

Remark! funds new film
project for deaf children
Remark!, the TV and film production
company, has selected the National
Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS) as its
charity of the year 2009.
The company will fund the NDCS
film project for deaf children this year,
and an official cheque presentation
will take place at Remark! Film and TV
Awards 2009 on 7 November 2009.
In October, 18 deaf children aged
11-15 will take part in a three-day
film project in the West Midlands. The
children will learn the ins and outs of
short film making and will produce
their own movie through a series of interactive workshops run by the professionals from Remark!.
The short movie will then enter this
year’s Deaffest Film Festival and its
premier preview will be at the Remark!
TV and Film Awards.
Stacey Kilpatrick, NDCS Arts Officer,
told Hearing Times the project was a
‘once in a lifetime opportunity’.
“The film project in the West Midlands will bring deaf children together,
giving them a taster in film production
and maybe a foot in the door to their
desired career.
“The children will have this once in
a life time opportunity to get involved
in every stage of movie production
including script writing, styling, acting
and directing.”
She explained how important it was
for deaf children to get involved in
projects such as this one as they will

meet new people and learn new skills.
“Arts projects like this are crucial for
young deaf people as deafness makes
it harder for them to communicate
which can be very isolating.
“This project will allow the deaf
children to meet people with similar
interests, as well as developing their
confidence and team-working skills:
qualities that are crucial in their future
life. NDCS is, therefore, grateful to
Remark! for recognising our ongoing
work with deaf children in the UK, and
for choosing NDCS as their charity of
the year.”
The Remark! Film and TV Awards will
be held on 7 November 2009 and will
celebrate the contribution and dedication of all involved in the film and
television industry and will promote
the inclusion of deaf individuals in
mainstream programming.
Tickets for the upcoming Remark!
Film and TV Awards can be ordered
through www.remark.uk.com/filmtv-awards/tickets/ and £5 from every
ticket sale will go directly to NDCS
and more money will be raised on the
night
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Local hearing company
sponsor Hear the World
What brings Annie Lennox, Mick Jagger and Amy Winehouse under one
roof? Answer: the Hear the World
Ambassadors photography exhibition, in cooperation with musician and
photographer Bryan Adams, which
is being sponsored by Binns Hearing
Healthcare.
Binns Hearing Healthcare, as part of
the Association of Independent Hearing Healthcare Professionals network
(AIHHP), is sponsoring the London leg
of the Hear the World Ambassadors
exhibition, which will be showcased at
London’s Saatchi Gallery.
The free exhibition is open to the
public from the 22nd to 26th July
2009. The exhibition has previously
visited New York, Berlin and Zurich.
Musician Bryan Adams has taken
a series of exclusive photographs of
renowned personalities for Hear the
World, a global initiative launched by
manufacturer Phonak in 2006, which
raises awareness about the importance of hearing and the impact of
hearing loss.
As official photographer, Adams
captured each of the celebrity supporters with a hand cupped behind their
ear to convey conscious hearing.
Lisa Binns-Smith from Binns Hearing Healthcare says: “In the UK,
people struggle with hearing loss for
an average of 15 years before seeking advice, despite there being many
solutions available that could make a

significant difference to their lives. The
Hear the World initiative is addressing
this problem by providing support and
raising awareness about hearing loss
on a global scale.”
To celebrate their involvement in the
campaign and encourage people in
West Yorkshire to have their hearing
tested regularly, Binns Hearing Healthcare will be offering complimentary
hearing assessments until September
2009.
“I’m excited to lend my support to
such an important cause,” said Adams.
“As a musician, I’m naturally sympathetic to an initiative dedicated to
helping people appreciate and preserve an individual’s sense of sound.
I hope this exhibit helps to remind
people of the tremendous value of
their hearing.”
Over 800 million people worldwide
have a hearing loss and the number
is expected to increase to 1.1 billion
by 2015. In the UK, the number of
people with hearing loss is estimated
at 8.5 million. Studies have shown
that untreated hearing loss can have
a significantly negative effect on a
person’s social, emotional and physical
wellbeing.
More information about the exhibition is available from www.hear-theworld.com/exhibition. For information
on Binns Hearing Healthcare visit
www.binnshearinghealthcare.co.uk.

There is still time to get your nominations in for a nationwide search for
the 2009 Sound Barrier Star.
The competition, being run by Hearing Dogs for Deaf People and Specsavers, is open to anyone who is deaf or
hard of hearing who has made a great
achievement or displayed great courage despite their hearing loss.
Film and TV star Stephanie Beacham, who herself suffers from hearing loss, is backing the competition
and is urging hearing Times readers to
get involved.
Stephanie says: “‘I’ve been partially
deaf since birth, but I’ve never viewed
it as a disability. Hearing loss is a
condition often overlooked and there
are so many great achievers out there
who should be commended for their
contributions to work, life and society.
“The Sound Barrier Star Awards
are going to be a great platform to
acknowledge these ordinary people
doing extraordinary things, despite
being deaf or hard of hearing. I’m very
happy to be involved and look forward
to meeting the finalists and learning
about their journey,’ she said.
Stephanie was born with no hearing
whatsoever in her right ear, and just
80% in her left ear. But with a career
spanning from her glamour-puss days
in Dynasty and starring alongside
Marlon Brando in The Nightcomers, to
more recent appearances in Bad Girls
and Coronation Street, Stephanie has

certainly never let the condition hold
her back.
Anyone can nominate themselves, a
friend or family member to enter the
Sound Barrier Star Awards by visiting
one of over 400 Specsavers hearing
centres nationwide and picking up
a nomination form. Entrants will be
asked to explain why they deserve to
win.
For every entry to the awards, Specsavers will donate £5 to Hearing Dogs
for Deaf People, their charity for 2009.
The awards will recognise 10 regional
finalists across the UK, five of whom
will be selected and invited to attend a
grand final at the RAF club in London on
the 17 September. Stephanie will host
the awards and present the winner with
a luxury two week all-inclusive cruise
from Phoenix Holidays, the UK’s leading
river cruise specialist, and £1,500 in
vouchers from Specsavers. She will be
assisted in the judging process by Dame
Mary Perkins and Jenny Smith from
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People. The nine
runners-up will also receive goody bags,
including a £200 voucher for Phoenix
Holidays. Entry forms are available in
over 400 Specsavers hearing centres
across the UK. The entry form can also
be downloaded from www.specsavers.
co.uk or www.hearingdogs.org.uk. The
closing date for entries is the 31 July
2009.

Still time to nominate
a Sound Barrier Star
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“I can’t even begin to imagine
what my life would be like
without the facility to ‘hear’.
None of us can afford to take
our hearing for granted.”
- Annie Lennox

10 theatre
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A Doll’s House

‘True sentiment’: Anderson (right)
shines as dizzy housewife Nora

Donmar Warehouse,
London
BSL interpreted

By Chris Attewell-Hughes
Ibsen’s classic, A Doll’s House has
always provoked its audiences. The very
idea that the constitution of marriage
should be questioned was unthinkable
at the time it was written. Today, however, it could be called a true feminist
work of art.
The story follows Nora (Gillian Anderson), a supposedly dizzy housewife
with an addiction to macaroons and
expensive gifts. She and her husband
Thomas (Toby Stephens) move into a
new home seized from a disgraced MP.
All seems well until the former occupant, Kelman (Christopher Eccleston)
starts showing up.
It soon transpires that Nora was once
forced to protect her husband from
public scandal during a mental breakdown. She forged her dead father’s signature to secure a loan from Kelman
to support the family while Thomas recovered. Kelman threatens to expose
Nora’s shame if she doesn’t convince
her MP husband to help him re-enter
politics.
While Eccleston’s acting is below par,
Anderson brings true sentiment to her
character. While Kelman continues to
threaten her, one can’t help but feel
how trapped she has become.
Toby Stephens’ Thomas is refreshing
in his frankness. His character is content to be a loving husband until the
moment he is questioned or disobeyed.

It’s at the climax of the production that
we see where Thomas’ true loyalties
lie.
Kelman finally tells Thomas what
Nora did for her husband and threatens

to take it to the press. At this, Thomas
disowns her and she is left devastated. Moments later Kelman changes his
mind, but the damage is done. Nora is
heartbroken and with a stony look on

Photo: Johan Perrson, courtesy of the Donmar Warehouse

Provocative Victorian drama is no toy story

her face, she leaves Thomas.
The sense of satisfaction at her departure is almost overwhelming. As a
pair Anderson and Stephens make A
Doll’s House a truly sensational watch.

A powerful look into the
world of Deaf prisoners
By Gemma Davidson
PAULA GARFIELD is the writer behind
the hard-hitting new prison drama by
Deafinitely Theatre. Paula talks exclusively to Hearing Times about why she
wrote the play, and what she hopes it
will achieve.
Hearing Times (HT): How did you
come up with the concept of Double
Sentence?
Paula (P): I met a Deaf person
whose experience of prison was both
shocking yet inspiring. I have always
wanted to create theatre that deals
with issues that have little exposure in
the media and this story sparked my
interest into the experiences of Deaf
people within the prison system.
In more recent years, the experiences
of Deaf people in terms of access has
improved with the implementation of
the DDA and also modern technology. We are nowhere near as isolated
as we used to be. In prisons, however, this improved access is not as
apparent and so Deaf prisoners face
extreme isolation on top of completing their time and so it is a “Double
Sentence”.
HT: Were the experiences of the Deaf
prisoners you spoke with mostly negative?
P: Unfortunately, most of the prisoners I spoke with experienced bullying
by Officers and other inmates, discrimination, depression through a total
lack of commuication, isolation from
the day-to-day routines of prison life,

less access to education, employment
and the rehabilitation services offered
within the prison. Some said that their
experience was “ok” and that they
just kept their heads down and served
their time.
One prisoner had to wait six months
before he was given a text phone to
be able to contact his friends and family on the outside.
HT: Have you shown the script to any
former Deaf prisoners? If so, what has
their reaction been?
P: We did a 20 minute showcase version of the play earlier this year and
some Deaf ex-offenders were in the
audience. Some said they identified
strongly with the depictions in the
play, whereas some had had a different experience.
HT: What are you hoping audiences
will take away with them after seeing
Double Sentence?
P: We hope that the audiences will
have an increased awareness of the
disparity between the experiences of
Deaf and hearing people in prison.
The importance of communication
in general is another issue because
without language and communication
people become more and more isolated and withdrawn. In prisons Deaf
people are removed from their family
and friends and placed in a situation
where they can’t communicate with
anyone around them, whereas hearing
prisoners they are still able to interact
with others which is so important for
mental health, well-being and rehabilitation.

Aunt Dan and
Lemon

Royal Court Theatre
London
Captioned in-house
By Chris Attewell-Hughes
Following on from Wallace Shawn’s
previous appearance at The Royal
Court Theatre with The Fever, another of his moral-touting productions
comes in the form of Aunt Dan and
Lemon. Sadly for Shawn, the latter is
a serious disappointment.
Where The Fever was insightful and
reflective, the revival of Aunt Dan is
merely tedious and, for lack of a better phrase, a serious clock-watcher.
At the very start we are presented
with Lemon (Jane Horrocks). A social
recluse, Lemon spends her time reading up on Nazi history and drinking
various vegetable smoothies. Unfortunately, that’s about as interesting as
Lemon gets. Her long speeches seem
to have no end, as do those of her
cast.

A Yukio Mishima
Double Bill
Oval House Theatre,
London
BSL interpreted

By Chris Attewell-Hughes
Having already seen Yukio Mishima’s
Madame de Sade, I have to admit I
had preconceived ideas of what to
expect from two of his shorter plays,
Hanjo and Hell Screen. I was, however, pleasantly surprised.
Hanjo takes the notion of loneliness and infatuation and turns in into
something beautiful in an ethereal
sense. The story is based around
Hanako (Masayo Okayasu), a former
geisha. Everyday she sits and waits at
the train station longing for her lover
Yoshio (Ecco Shirasaka) to return and
everyday she is disappointed. Eventu-

Her first dialogue recounts how, as
a child, Lemon was incredibly ill. Her
illness added to the instability of her
parents’ marriage and her only friend
Aunt Dan (Lorraine Ashbourne) was
what kept her sane. It’s possible that
Aunt Dan, a friend of Lemon’s parents,
was meant to seem crazy and outrageous.
The reality is that her obsession
with Henry Kissinger and the USA’s
relationship with Vietnam does little to
enhance Lemon’s walk down memory
lane. It feels like being dragged by
the collar rather than being led by the
hand.
At other points in the play, Shawn
attempts to shock with recounted
scenes of orgies and subsequent
murders, but the overall feeling is one
of mediocrity. If nothing else, these
scenes make Aunt Dan and Lemon
less entertaining.
Whether the production’s flaws are
down to poor acting, a weak script,
or both, it is unclear. What is certain
is that Aunt Dan and Lemon fails to
make a lasting impression. Sadly, for
all its long speeches and rants about
morals and opposing viewpoints, it
appears as if it is simply clutching at
straws.
ally the waiting drives her mad. But
rather than taking the idea of madness
further than it needs to be, Okayasu
portrays Hanako in an almost childish
way. It is this juvenile portrayal that
makes Hanako so endearing.
Her waiting doesn’t go unnoticed.
The newspapers run a story on Hanako. Jitsuko (Meg Kubota), an artist
who bought Hanako’s geisha contract,
sees the story and panics. Secretly
she loves Hanako. Fearing that Yoshio
will now return, she tries to convince
Hanako that they should leave together. It is Kubota’s depiction of desperation and selfishness that really makes
Hanjo what it is.
Sadly, Ecco Shirasaka’s representation of the lover Yoshio is poor. When
Hanako doesn’t recognize Yoshio,
I would have expected him to be a
touch angrier (or at least shocked). At
times Shirasaka is difficult to understand, which weakens what could be a
highly emotional climax.
However, even with its shortcomings, the feel of the entire perfor-

Cabaret

Grand Theatre,
Wolverhampton
BSL interpreted
By Louise Buglass
Willkommen to the dark side of life
that lies in the glimmering Kit Kat
Club. Set in Berlin, Germany during
the years leading up to the Second
World War, the Kabaret provides a welcome oasis for those wishing to escape
the political upheaval and unrest: a
quality that still rings true today.
Sex, nudism, bondage, dirty dancing
and sexuality – the themes are entwined into this highly political story;
it’s certainly more than a simple musical. I can confidently say this show is
not for the faint-hearted: an elderly
gentleman had to be taken out of the
theatre. I have never been so flabbergasted but I was amazed by the
incredibly erotic dancing and forthright
acting that made Cabaret the success
it was on the night.
Wayne Sleep, as Emcee the narrator,
fascinatingly drew the audience into
this vivid 1930s show. With the revived music composed by John Kander
and Fred Ebb, this was completed with
a cast of stunning dancers, who maintained the ability to be flexible and
act the ‘Cabaret way’ in stockings and
suspenders, all of which contributed to

Full of suprises: the high-octance
performance proved too much for one
theatre-goer
the debauched feel of the Kit Kat Club.
As a veteran dancer, Wayne did not
dance as much as I would have expected, which was quite a disappointment. However his humorous acting,
and exceptional singing, contributed to
his sinister presence and was thoroughly entertaining.
Cabaret has excelled in producing
the storyline with well defined characters and a variety of extravagant
costumes which help to recreate the
atmosphere in the club and pre-war
Berlin. ‘I’d Do Anything’ finalist, Samantha Barks plays the role of Londoner Sally Bowles, made famous by
Liza Minnelli in the 1972 movie ver-

Photo: Keith Pattison, courtesy of the Roayl Court Theatre
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‘Disappointing’: Horrocks’ performance as
Lemon left a bitter taste

mance is delicious. It creates a sense
of yearning which, I feel, can only be
quenched with more tales of eternally
unrequited love.
The second of Yukio Mishima’s
double bill, Hell Screen is the story of
artist Yoshihide (Rufus Graham) who is
commissioned by Lord Horikawa (Seamus Newham) to paint a mural of Hell.
The twist? Yoshihide can only paint
what he has seen. To complete his
work, he must beat and torture servants to create the images he requires. In spite of this, one image still
eludes him: a woman of high ranking
burning inside a carriage.
Seamus Newham is brilliant as the
enraged Lord Horikawa who orders
Yoshihide’s death. In order to save her
father’s life, Tsuyukusa (Yuka You-Ri
Yamanaka) offers her life in return for
his. She is placed inside a blazing carriage and Yoshihide paints her as she
burns.
Torn between the desire to finish his
greatest works and the despair of losing his daughter, Graham puts forth an
sion. With such confidence and quirkiness in her charisma and dancing,
she is definitely the star of the show.
Clifford Bradshaw, of Hollyoaks fame,
succeeded in playing the role of the
bisexual American writer Henry Luxemburg. His character was so convincing he was able to portray himself as
Sally’s lover and the object of seduction by rich playboy, Max.
Upon Henry’s arrival in Berlin, he
inadvertently gets caught up in the exotic nightlife. With a mixture of sassy
songs, dazzling costumes and eyecatching make-up, I felt the show was
caught between Chicago and Moulin
Rouge. Although there is a noticeable
emphasis on the relationship between
Henry and Sally, the main focus is
on the landlady, Fraulein Schneider
(Jenny Logan) and Jewish grocer Herr
Schultz (Matt Zimmerman).
There are deep undercurrents and
meanings behind certain actions
throughout the show, representing
the turbulence of the times and nudity
clearly plays a part in this. The show
finishes with a group of nude actors
huddled together, representing the humiliation and subjugation of the Jews
during the war.
A visually stunning and hilarous play,
full of twists and surprises, brought to
life by a superb cast and exceptional
costumes.

editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk

exemplary show. With her death imminent, what else can he do but paint?
As he does so, Tsuyukusa performs
a mesmerizing dance that captivates
effortlessly.
Perhaps the only downfall would be
the attempt at comedy made by the
play’s two narrators Filip Krenus and
Stuart Brown. It does little to enhance
the performance and, if anything, distracts from Hell Screen’s true nature.
Misgivings aside, the Yukio Mishima
double bill is brimming with a sort of
macabre romance that, having seen
both Hell Screen and Hanjo, becomes
addictive. A little fine tuning may be
required, but otherwise the evening’s
a success.

Have you
seen a play
you would
like to review
for Hearing
Times?
We are always on
the look out for
more writers at
Hearing Times,
so if you would
like to have your
recent theatre
review published,
email editorial@

hearingtimes.co.uk

and your piece
could be here next
month!
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Poetry Corner
Thoughts of a Mother
By Ceiri Van Haeften
When I found out my son was deaf,
He was only six weeks old.
“He may not survive at all,”
Was what I had been told.
I spent many hours at college
Learning how to sign
In order to communicate
With that lovely lad of mine.
Now the uphill battle started
With questions galore:
Would he ever learn to talk?
Succeed at school, and more?
Would he ever have a friend?
Would he ever wed?
I wondered who would want to marry
A boys whose ears were dead.
I pondered how his voice might sound
If he could hear like me.
But that was just a silly whim
I knew could never be.
I feel sad that he will never hear
The sounds that we all do.
Sweet nothings whispered to each
other,
Especially “I love you”.
But there’s no point in crying,
Though that’s often how I feel.
I know I must be oh so strong
With emotions to heal.
There is no point in thinking
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What could or might have been.
We have to bear the here and now
And together we will win.
Although his speech is limited
And there’s words he doesn’t know,
“Can’t” is not a word he chooses;
He gives everything a go.
His zest for life is endless;
Nothing seems to hold him back.
And even though he cannot hear,
Ambition he doesn’t lack.
And although my son’s not perfect,
He’s a ray of shining light.
He never lets things bother him,
Bless his little mite.
He’s exceeded all my hopes and fears,
My expectations surpassed.
And who knows what the future holds
As it approaches much too fast.
And even though I wish a lot
That he might hear at all,
I really should not complain
As he’s an example to us all.

Mike is deaf
By Linda Sullivan
Mike is deaf, and could hear no more –
The telephone, or a knock on the door –
Until one day his life was enriched
With Flint, with whom he is bewitched.
She’s gentle, always by his side
To tell him sounds, his constant guide.
Flint was selected from many breeds
To match with Mike, to meet his needs.
The last few years the bond has grown,
She’s done much more than answer the
phone.

The Millennium
By Linda Sullivan
The millennium was a special year;
It provided Mike with two more ears
Which belong to Flint, his special friend,
Whom he loves so much and trusts no
end.
Their photo is used on leaflets galore
Postcards, adverts and so much more
It shows her serenity leaning on Mike’s
back,
Paw on his shoulder captured by Tim
Flach.
They feel proud that in all these years
their talks move many people to tears
Flint has raised an incredible amount,
Over £46,000 at the last count,
For 9 more recipients to have the gift
Of a hearing dog their lives will lift
To a higher level of life to the full
Not missing out and feeling a fool.
These dogs bring a closeness you can’t
explain

Flint is accompanying Mike now on his
talks;
She get rewarded with treats and long
walks.
Raising money for Hearing Dogs is their
aim.
It takes so much to rescue and train.
Their picture on lealets, Crufts and in
the press
Has made them famous – Flint deserves
no less
For the work he’s doing day by day.
“Carry on the good work” is what we
say.
Keep going, Mike, to spread the word

Flint has brought love, companionship
and fame.
She’s admired so much by all she
meets
Though we have to be firm declining
the treats!
At the talk the biscuits are offered
around,
None for Flint but crumbs are found!
She’ll lick them up and clean the floor.
Donations are given, often much more.
Mike is so confident with her at his
side,
His wonderful friend – his joy and
pride!

With your devoted friend – He hasn’t
heard –
But Flint does, and lets him know.
She lifts his spirit when feeling low.
The photographer captured the trust
together,
Her paw on Mike’s shoulder, friends
forever.

Send us your poems!
Email
editorial@hearingtimes.co.uk
or visit
www.hearingtimes.co.uk

A personal profile of Rome – the ‘Eternal City’
By William Jeremy

For the discerning actual or armchair
traveller, there are many city guides
giving details of where to visit and
how to spend time. This travelogue
takes a different approach, introducing
some wider popular culture reference
points – some history, some reading, a
film or two.
Attempting to condense the history
of Rome into a few hundred words is a
little like setting out to paint the Forth
Road Bridge with one tin of paint – a
wee bit optimistic. However, what the
Reduced Shakespeare Company has
managed to do for the Bard, appreciated by many over a long period of
time at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe,
I will attempt for the ‘Eternal City’.
From its beginnings in the early settlement of antiquated legend through
to its heyday as seat of the Republic,
the Empire and onto its role as capital city of the Catholic Church, Rome
has enjoyed a history about which big
words are used: resplendent, majestic, awe-inspiring.
The settlement on the banks of the
Tiber, beleaguered by warring tribes,
was fated to grow into a city-state
that dominated the world in antiquity
and the history books from the moment Romulus, Remus and a she-wolf
entered the scene at stage left – or
forest right depending on your view.
Being men – nearly always men, but
Roman matrons are not to be trifled
with – of rugged independence with a

tendency to violence when het up or
riled, the Romans re-invented the idea
of the Republic as a way of governing
affairs. This idea was inherited from
the Greeks whose power by this time
had waned but still had an influence:
ever heard of that philosopher chap
Socrates or his friend Plato or their pal
the playwrite Aristophanes?
Due to a series of accidents, murders, armies needing pacifying and
powerful men seeking more power,
the Republic gave way to the Empire
which – as old-fashioned historians
(often in glasses and tweed jacket
with initials such as AJP or WF or BHS)
used to tell their students and anyone
who would listen – sowed the seeds of
its decline from its very inception.
Thus began an era which made
internecine warfare between families
such as the Mafia quite tame. Aristocrats, plebians, the mob, heroes and

villains, soothsayers, political intrigue,
big battles, huge triumphs with lunatic
Emperors and their loopier progeny
and relations – the story has it all.
These themes were to be repeated
in later medieval and Renaissance
periods – the Romans gave their fellow
Italians a taste for city governance
combined with family madness, public
intrigue and dangerous power-plays
involving Uncle Umberto or Auntie
Bella.
Eventually, as it is with these vainglorious human endeavours, (as they
say in all the best Victorian hymns)
earth’s proud empires pass away and
another rises from the ashes. Instead
of the Circus Maximus with spectacles
involving Christians being thrown to
the lions, the Christians took charge
and non-Christians or heretics (believers of a different sort) were often
thrown into the fire.

The martyr St Peter, the rock on
which the church was built, established the apostolic succession and his
successors created the papacy, built
the Vatican and established the Holy
See, which became another city state
with all the accompanying intrigue and
machinations.
This time, the story involved men
in cassocks of many colours (black
for the humble priests and red for the
not-so-humble cardinals), with the
leader both temporal and spiritual,
meaning in this world and the next,
of the universal church known as the
Pope dressed in white.
The Pope may not have many divisions among men (as 20th century
dictator and son of the seminary
Joseph Stalin once put it) but he did
have millions of followers, an impressive civil service known as the Curia
and ‘wheels’ to boot. Any aspiring cardinal who was ‘papabile’ (deemed as
suitable for both a change of wardrobe
and status) could look forward to the
motoring possibility of the ‘Popemobile’, a transport of delight Vaticanstyle, made famous by Pope John Paul
II.
If the smoke from the chimney
puffed white, the world knew that a
new occupant of the Throne of St Peter had been elected. A curious thing
– God’s ultimate Holy Father is chosen
by a ballot of his peers – the ‘anointed
one’ is elected.
n Next month, William Jeremy continues with a portrait of Rome as it
appears in films and in books

Super Weston dog is tops
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Hearing dog gives owner ‘the courage just to carry on’
A hearing dog who has changed the
life of the deaf woman who owns him
has been named Hearing Dog of the
Month by the charity that trained him.
Quaver, a three-year-old Labradorgolden retriever cross, has been with
Jane Johnston in Weston-super-Mare,
Somerset, since January 2008 and
last year he was the runner-up in the
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People awards
for Hearing Dog of the Year.
Jane, 41, had gradually lost her
hearing during her teens, and when
she was in her twenties was given
hearing aids.
She describes the difficulties of accepting her deafness: “I have three
children and, as a mother, you are
supposed to guide your children
through childhood into adulthood, but
here I was holding them back.
“The girls would stay at home and I
never went anywhere without them. I
tried different ways of dealing with my
deafness, but mostly I failed and sank
into bouts of depression, unable to
accept I was deaf.”

That all changed when her second
husband Ian, who Jane met at a deaf
club, suggested they look into getting
a hearing dog.
Hearing dogs are trained to alert
their owners to every-day household
sounds, like doorbells and telephones
ringing.
The dog touches their owner with a
paw and leads them to the source of
the sound. As well as everyday noises,
hearing dogs can notify deaf people
of danger sounds like smoke alarms.
Jane is particularly emotional about
Quaver coming to get her when someone in the family needs her. “A few
years ago my daughter fell out of bed
and badly cut her face. I didn’t hear
her crying and she had to physically
wake me up, pouring with blood and
in considerable pain. Now she can call
Quaver and he will come and find me.”
Quaver, who was specially bred by
the charity, is also a popular sight at
the shop where Jane works, where
he has a dog bed next to her till. She
says lots of customers come to her till

Right note: Jane Johnston
says of her hearing dog
Quaver: “I lean on him
and he props me up...”

just to say hello to him.
“If I had not got Quaver, I would
have given up my job; my depression
would have been a lot worse and I honestly don’t know where I would be now.
“With my beloved Quaver at my

side, I am comfortable with who I am
for the first time in my life. I lean on
him, and he props me up, makes me
smile and gives me the courage I need
just to carry on.”

The hidden disability: my story of going deaf
In the first of a two-part story,
profoundly deaf Colin Ellis relates
his uplifting story of progressing
from social isolation and depression to the re-awakening of his life
through having a cochlear implant.
This issue, Colin tells of the turmoil
experienced when he first lost his
hearing.
“I first became aware that I was not
hearing properly in the summer of
1988. Being in private health care and
a good job enabled me to fast-track to
a consultant in Windsor.
The prognosis after a scan was that
I had growth on the anvil in my right
ear and had lost 30% of my hearing.
I was to report back in the November.
In the meantime, I caught a cold and,
did not go to the GP. I soldiered on.
The cold turned to flu and, on visiting the GP, was told to take more
tablets, as they had no cures.
Nine weeks later, I had a very heavy
cold, especially in my head, and a
form of meningitis. The GP now gave
me antibiotics and nasal spray. The
illness disappeared – BUT SO DID
MY HEARING IN THE LEFT EAR. My
sinuses had dried up causing blockage
to my ear.
The GP’s remarks were that they
would disappear after a time and I
would get my hearing back. Needless
to say, they never did. I was now deaf
in the left ear completely and down to
70% in my right ear. I was offered an
appointment to see an audiologist and
a hearing aid was fitted. No other help
or advice was offered.
So I carried on through the 90s and,
in 2000, had to get a new job. This
meant limitations on how I used a
telephone, but I disguised the hearing

Happy couple: Colin and his wife Beverley,
who, he says, has had great patience
aid and soldiered on.
In 2001, my wife and I suffered
the biggest heartache in our lives,
when we lost our youngest son in a
tragic car accident in which he was a
passenger. He was going through a
divorce leaving us with two grandchildren, aged six and four. Our lives were
completely turned upside-down and
the strain and pressures to reunite our
family over several months were hard.
The next year February, trying to
please my wife by spring-cleaning, I
had a ladder break under me and I fell
6ft in the kitchen and broke my left
arm in several places. That Easter was
the next time I did not feel well when
I could not walk very far, my balance was all over the place and I was
sleeping a lot. This caused complete
frustration to my wife. This happened
several times during that year.
The next year, April 2005, I was due
to meet somebody in Oxford. I drove
there and went on-site and as I was
about to meet them, I noticed I had

completely lost all my hearing. I drove
home very slowly and stopped in a
lay-by and immediately fell asleep for
30 minutes. I got home and told my
boss who sent me home.
The next morning, I got up feeling
OK, made breakfast and went to see
my grandson play football. I felt ill
again, with bright lights shutting my
sight out, I lost balance and was violently ill and lost consciousness. They
got me home and I lay on the settee
for the weekend, not moving, as I had
no balance.
I saw the GP on Monday who said
I had an ear infection and gave me
steroids. I was beginning to feel worse
and on the Thursday my wife called
an ambulance. I was taken to hospital
and examined.
They gave me stronger steroids (26
tablets in all). I was all over the place:
no balance, couldn’t sit up in bed,
violently ill. Despite a scan and hearing tests, they could not understand
what was wrong. I was sent home a
week later.
I have been deaf for nearly 18 years
now and finally lost all my hearing in
April 2005 when I was violently ill. I
lost my balance, had very heavy tinnitus, suspected Ménière’s disease,
admitted to hospital, scanned, tested
and still could not find what was
wrong.
I had been diagnosed with acquired
profound hearing loss (APHL) which, if
fact, made me disabled.
How did it affect me and my family?
Well my wife got very frustrated; she
could not communicate after 45 years.
We could not talk in the dark or in the
car, I lost the best parts of my driving
licence and it has to be reviewed every
three years.
The grandchildren used to poke fun
and run behind my back and laugh. I

lost friends who could not be bothered
to try. I had to stop going to concerts,
clubs, and social events. My wife got
more frustrated and used to shout and
prod me if I did not answer.
At work, colleagues would by pass
me by and ignored me, I could not
attend meetings. They thought I was
deaf because I had hearing aids and
was pushed into different places in
the office that affected my health and
eventually made me redundant.
Fortunately, I had a very good audiologist in Windsor. Firstly, she taught
me to lip-read and do hand-language.
This I was not impressed with in my
new condition of having a “goldfish
bowl over my head”. But when my
granddaughter did it before me, I new
how selfish I had been and immediately learnt to do it.
Katarina (my audiologist) announced
in the July that she was putting me
forward for a course at Link – the
charity for acquired profound hearing loss in adults – and also put my
name on the cochlear implant list. It
may take two years, I was told. In the
December, I got the first piece of good
news. I was to report to St Thomas’
Hospital, London, on 27 March to see
Karen Archer.
Karen explained the programme and
the technology and made no promises. In fact, it looked doubtful, as I
am a big man and had to start losing
weight. I was later introduced to Mr
Fitzgerald O‘Connor and the team.
My first impressions were that here
was group that understood my illness.
They spoke to me slowly, to my face
and if I did not understand wrote it
down. They were very friendly. I went
home full of optimism and awaited a
further appointment.
n Find out next month how Colin gets
on with his operation and recovery
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Subscribe to Hearing Times
today and we will donate money
to a charity of your choice*!

Hearing Times have teamed up with nine major hearing loss charities in the UK so that
our readers can give something back to the community without spending a penny!
For every £15 subscription received, Hearing Times will donate £1 back to one of the
charities named below. All you need to do is fill in the form, send us a cheque or call us
with your debit/credit card details, and select a charity you would like us to make a
donation to on your behalf! It is as simple as that!

Only
£
10 i 15 for
ssue
s!

*The charities currently involved in the Hearing Times Donation Scheme are:
British Tinnitus Association
Cochlear Implanted Children’s Support Group
Deaf Education Through Listening and Talking
Deaf Parenting UK
Deaf UK Athletics
Hearing Dogs for Deaf People
National Deaf Children’s Society
The Ear Foundation
UK Deaf Sport
To support one of these charities put a tick in the box next to their name on the subscription form below. At the end of
the year, we will present a cheque to each of the charities with the amount we have raised.
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10 issues of the paper printed per year with July/August and November/December as single issues. Please send completed forms and cheques to Hearing Times Ltd, The Lansbury Estate, 102 Lower Guildford Road, Woking, GU21 2EP, or go to the website (www.hearingtimes.co.uk) and register as a
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Hearing Times crossword

Last month’s solution

If you would like to create a crossword for Hearing Times, please send 30 words and
solutions to info@hearingtimes.co.uk and we will name the crossword after you!
Remember to check the next issue of Hearing Times to see if you completed this
month’s crossword correctly.

Sudoku
Hard

The aim of these fun puzzles is to fill in the missing boxes so that each vertical and horizontal column contains the
numbers 1 to 9. Furthermore, each sub-grid of nine boxes must also contain the numbers 1 to 9. Sudoku is now recognised by experts to be the perfect mental workout to keep the mind fit and active and stave off the effects of age-related
degeneration. Try the hard puzzle for advanced players, or the easy puzzle if you are a beginner.

Easy

Last month’s
solutions

Hard

Easy

16 Sport

Hearing Times
to report from
the Deaflympics
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By Gemma Davidson

THE COUNTRY’S top Deaf athletes will
soon be embarking on their quest to
become Deaflympic champions, and
we can reveal that Hearing Times, the
only newspaper in the UK to give these
athletes the support they deserve, will
be there alongside them.
Hearing Times’ international reporter,
Felix van Dijk will be flying to Taipei to
bring you exclusive updates from the
team, as well as results and fixtures
during the games themselves.
The athletes are preparing to leave for
the games under a storm of controversy
after the UK Government sensationally
decided AGAINST funding the team.
The athletes have been forced to
spend the last year not only training but
fundraising and desperately gathering
money together.
Susan McKeown, part of the women’s
football squad who are flying out in
August, told Hearing Times that she
was looking forward to competing in
the games, but worried about any
possible injuries the team may sustain
in the coming weeks.
“I’m feeling quite good at this stage,
my preparations are going well, but the
time has flown over so quickly!” Susan
said.
“I don’t have any apprehensions
as such about competing in the
Deaflympics, but there is a little bit of
concern about whether I, or any of my
teammates, will get injured over the
next few weeks. It would be devastating

Schedule of events
in Taipei
30 Aug - 2 Sep - Teams arrive
4 Sep - Football begins
5 Sep - Opening Ceremony
6 Sep - Badminton, Basketball, Beach Volleyball,
Cycling (Road), Handball,
Shooting, Table Tennis, Taekwondo, Tennis, Volleyball,
Water Polo and Wrestling
begin
7 Sep - Athletics, Karate and
Swimming begins
8 Sep - Orienteering, Bowling
and Judo begin
15 Sep - Closing ceremony

if any of us got seriously injured and we
had to miss out.
“Some of my teammates have never
been involved with anything like this
before, so I’m also really looking
forward to seeing realisation dawn on
them as to what the Deaflympics is all
about and just how big an event it is!”
Susan added.
Susan has had to save and raise
money for the last four years to be able
to attend the games, which are the
second oldest games in the world after
the Olympics.
Many more athletes have been
forced to find sponsorship from local
companies, hold fundraising events and
even save their own money to pay for
their flight tickets and accommodation.

A paltry sum
In a statement to Hearing Times, the
UK Deaf Sport governing body said in
comparison to other sporting events,
the money the Deaf athletes are asking
for is a paltry sum.
“Our deaf athletes are working their
socks off to raise funds for their team
and themselves to represent their
country, and to show the world Britain is
one of the best deaf sporting nations.
“The UK Government snubbed our
deaf athletes and treated them like
second-class citizens, and would not
allow us to touch their gigantic public
financial pot. Can you believe that
£292 million were pledged by the UK

Flying the flag: members of the UK Deaf Athletics team will be going for gold in Taiwan,
pictured here at the World Athletics Championships in Turkey earlier this year
Government towards British Olympic
and Paralympic athletes in preparation
for the 2012 Games? Obtaining
£500,000 from the £292 million budget
would only represent 0.2% of that
budget,” the spokesperson said.
The debate has even gone so far as
to reach the House of Commons.

Political debate
On the 16 June the Right Hon Iain
Duncan Smith MP made a speech about
UKDS’ financial difficulties, arguing
with Mr Gerry Sutcliffe MP, the UnderSecretary of State for Culture, Media

and Sport, that the team would only
need £500,000 in order to compete
and represent the UK at the games.
It has been argued that the UK
Government is contradicting itself by
claiming equal opportunities for all and
a higher focus on sport in the lead-up
to the 2012 Olympic and Paralympic
games in London.
UKDS said it was committed to
ensuring that as many athletes can
attend the games as possible, and that
further appeals for funding the 2013
games in Athens will go ahead.

Cathy sets her sights on tennis gold
Four of Great Britain’s six medallists
from the 2005 Melbourne Deaflympics
are among a six-strong tennis squad
selected for the 21st Deaflympic
Summer Games in Taipei, Taiwan.
The five men in the British squad
include Northern Ireland’s reigning
National Champion, Anthony Sinclair,
who was Britain’s first Deaflympic men’s
singles finalist in 40 years in Melbourne
four years ago. Sinclair also paired up
with Cheshire’s Darren O’Donnell to win
the men’s doubles bronze in Melbourne
and O’Donnell is also selected for Taipei.
All six Britons are Lawn Tennis Assoc
iation-licensed coaches in different
parts of the UK. The most experienced
Deaflympians selected for Taipei are
Daniel Tunstall and Catherine Graham,
who will each be contesting their fourth
Deaflympics.

Cathy Graham, bronze medallist four years
ago, is the only woman player this time
Tunstall, the brother of singersongwriter KT Tunstall, said: “I’ve done
Copenhagen, Rome and Melbourne;
this is my fourth Deaflympics and I
think it will be the most challenging

with the heat and the humidity. But I’m
training hard and I hope to come back
with another medal.”
Graham, the ladies’ doubles bronze
medal-winner four years ago, is the
only women’s player in the squad this
time, and is selected alongside her
partner, Lewis Fletcher.
Fletcher is one of two Deaflympic
debutants, the other being Southamp
ton’s Jamie King, who, aged 19, is
the youngest in the squad. King was
recently named Most Promising Player
of the Year at the British Deaf Tennis
Association Awards.
The squad travel to Taipei with Nat
ional Deaf Tennis Manager and men’s
coach Roger Jones and women’s coach
Lucie Ahl, who is a former Great Britain
Federation Cup player and former British
Women’s No 1.

The 21st Summer Deaflympics will kick off on the 1 September. Good luck to all our athletes!
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